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Universal Medication Form
Name: Address:
Phone Number:
Birth Date:
Emergency Contact: Phone Number:


Tetanus Flu Vaccine(s)
Pneumonia Vaccine Hepatitis Vaccine


Immunization Record (record the date/year of last dose taken, if known)


Other


Allergies
Allergic To / Describe Reaction Allergic To / Describe Reaction 


List all medicines you are currently taking: Prescription and over-the-counter medications (examples: 
aspirin, antacids) and herbals (examples:  ginseng, gingko). Include medications taken as needed (example: nitro-
glycerin)


Date Name of Medication 
/ Dose


Directions
(Please do not use abbreviations)


Date Doctor 
Name





		Name: 

		AddressPhone Number: 

		AddressBirth Date: 

		Emergency ContactRow1: 

		Phone NumberRow1: 

		Tetanus: 

		Flu Vaccines: 

		Pneumonia Vaccine: 

		Hepatitis Vaccine: 

		Other: 

		Allergic To  Describe ReactionRow1: 

		Allergic To  Describe ReactionRow1_2: 

		Allergic To  Describe ReactionRow2: 

		Allergic To  Describe ReactionRow2_2: 

		Allergic To  Describe ReactionRow3: 

		Allergic To  Describe ReactionRow3_2: 

		DateRow1: 

		Name of Medication  DoseRow1: 

		Directions Please do not use abbreviationsRow1: 

		DateRow1_2: 

		Doctor NameRow1: 

		DateRow2: 

		Name of Medication  DoseRow2: 

		Directions Please do not use abbreviationsRow2: 

		DateRow2_2: 

		Doctor NameRow2: 

		DateRow3: 

		Name of Medication  DoseRow3: 

		Directions Please do not use abbreviationsRow3: 

		DateRow3_2: 

		Doctor NameRow3: 

		DateRow4: 

		Name of Medication  DoseRow4: 

		Directions Please do not use abbreviationsRow4: 

		DateRow4_2: 

		Doctor NameRow4: 

		DateRow5: 

		Name of Medication  DoseRow5: 

		Directions Please do not use abbreviationsRow5: 

		DateRow5_2: 

		Doctor NameRow5: 

		DateRow6: 

		Name of Medication  DoseRow6: 

		Directions Please do not use abbreviationsRow6: 

		DateRow6_2: 

		Doctor NameRow6: 

		DateRow7: 

		Name of Medication  DoseRow7: 

		Directions Please do not use abbreviationsRow7: 

		DateRow7_2: 

		Doctor NameRow7: 

		DateRow8: 

		Name of Medication  DoseRow8: 

		Directions Please do not use abbreviationsRow8: 

		DateRow8_2: 

		Doctor NameRow8: 

		DateRow9: 

		Name of Medication  DoseRow9: 

		Directions Please do not use abbreviationsRow9: 

		DateRow9_2: 

		Doctor NameRow9: 

		DateRow10: 

		Name of Medication  DoseRow10: 

		Directions Please do not use abbreviationsRow10: 

		DateRow10_2: 

		Doctor NameRow10: 

		DateRow11: 

		Name of Medication  DoseRow11: 

		Directions Please do not use abbreviationsRow11: 

		DateRow11_2: 

		Doctor NameRow11: 

		DateRow12: 

		Name of Medication  DoseRow12: 

		Directions Please do not use abbreviationsRow12: 

		DateRow12_2: 

		Doctor NameRow12: 

		DateRow13: 

		Name of Medication  DoseRow13: 

		Directions Please do not use abbreviationsRow13: 

		DateRow13_2: 

		Doctor NameRow13: 

		DateRow14: 

		Name of Medication  DoseRow14: 

		Directions Please do not use abbreviationsRow14: 

		DateRow14_2: 

		Doctor NameRow14: 

		Phone Number: 

		DOB: 

		Emer: 

		Addy: 

		Phone2: 








Medical History con’t
Medications routinely used in dental treatment may interact with both prescription and a number of illegal street 
drugs. Fill in the medications you are presently taking, medications you have taken in the past, or medications 
you have had adverse reaction to


Anesthetics, locally injected Cortisone or other Steroids


Anesthetics, General Coumadin, Heparin,Warfarin or others


Sedatives or Tranquilizers


Antacids Dilantin


Sleeping Pills


Anti-Anxiety Diuretics (water pills)


Thyroid medications such as
Synthriod, Levoxyl or Levothyroxine


Antidepressants Fen-phen (Lonimin, Adipex, Fastin, Phen-
termine, Pondimin, Fenfluramine, Redux)


Antihistamines


Tylenol (Acetomeniphen)


Daily Aspirin Regimen Heart Medications such as
Digoxin, Nitroglycerin, or Digoxin


Adverse reaction to any other medication or 
drug? If so, please explain


Birth Control


Blood Pressure Ibuprofen (Motrin)


Codeine, Demerol or other Analgesics
   


Insulin or Diabetes


Presently
Taking


Taken in
the Past


History of 
Reation


_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________


List the other medications you are currently taken and what condition you are taking them for. Include vita-
min supplements herbs and other over-the-counter medications.
________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Pharmacy Name________________________________ Phone______________________________________
Women: Are you pregnant?
 Yes  No


  Nursing?
           Yes        No


Have you had any serious illnesses or surgeries?   Yes     No
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
Do you have any other health needs you should bring to our attention?
__________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________


Tobacco Yes  No
   Packs per Day________________
Alcohol Yes  No
   Drinks per Day_______________
Street Drugs Yes  No
   Times per Day________________
Caffeine Yes  No
   Cups per Day________________


Signature___________________________________ Date_________________


To the best of my knowledge, the above information is complete and correct. I understand it is my 
responsibility to inform my doctor if I., or my minor child, ever have a change in health.


Never
Taken


Please use the example belop to provide us with information of your medication usage





		Yes: 

		Have you had any serious illnesses or surgeries  Yes: 

		Yes_2: 

		Street Drugs: 

		Do you have any other health needs you should bring to our attention 1: 

		Do you have any other health needs you should bring to our attention 2: 

		Yes_3: 

		Yes_4: 

		responsibility to inform my doctor if I or my minor child ever have a change in health: 

		Date: 

		example: no

		Radio Button1: no

		Radio Button2: no

		Radio Button3: no

		Radio Button4: no

		Radio Button5: no

		Radio Button6: no

		Radio Button7: no

		Radio Button8: no

		Radio Button9: no

		Radio Button10: no

		Radio Button11: no

		Radio Button13: no

		Radio Button12: no

		Radio Button14: no

		Radio Button15: no

		drug If so please explain 1: 

		Radio Button16: no

		drug If so please explain 2: 

		Radio Button17: no

		drug If so please explain 3: 

		Radio Button18: no

		drug If so please explain 4: 

		drug If so please explain 5: 

		Radio Button19: no

		Radio Button20: no

		drug If so please explain 6: 

		drug If so please explain 7: 

		Radio Button21: no

		Radio Button22: no

		min supplements herbs and other overthecounter medications 1: 

		min supplements herbs and other overthecounter medications 2: 

		Phone: 

		Pharmacy Name: 

		Radio Button24: no

		Radio Button25: no

		Radio Button26: no

		Radio Button27: no

		Radio Button28: no

		Radio Button29: no

		Radio Button30: no








Dental History


Periodontal treatment Loose or broken teeth Pyorrhea or trench
 mouth


Talking Loose or broken fillings Pain on brushing teeth


Prominent gag reflex Tongue thrusting Pain around ear


Swallowing Thumb sucking Opening or closing 
jaw


Chewing Fingernail biting Jaw pain or fatigue


Mouth breathing Chewing on foreign 
objects


Clicking or popping
 jaw


Dry mouth Tobacco use Grinding or clenching
 teeth


Biting cheeks or lips Chew on one side of 
mouth


Stained teeth


Burning sensation on 
tongue


Shifting position of
 teeth


Sensitivity when
 biting


Sores, blisters, growths 
on lips or mouth


Missing teeth Sensitivity to sweets


Gums swollen or tender Bite problems Sensitivity to hot


Bleeding gums Wisdom teeth extracted Sensitivity to cold


Bad breath Orthodontic treatment Food collection
between the teeth


   Yes No    Yes No    Yes No


Patient Name____________________________________ Date of Birth______________


SS/HIC/Patient ID#_______________________________


Dental Clinic________________________________ Dentist Name_______________________
Street address________________________________ City___________________________ State______


Zip_______________________________________Phone ______________________________________
Date of Last Appointment______________________ Date of Last X-Rays__________________________


Why did you leave your previous dentist?_______________________________________________________


How often do you brush?____________________________________________________________________


How often do you floss?_____________________________________________________________________


How often do you have your teeth cleaned?______________________________________________________


How often do you change your toothbrushes?____________________________________________________





		How often do you brush: 

		How often do you floss: 

		How often do you have your teeth cleaned: 

		How often do you change your toothbrushes: 

		Patient Name: 

		Date of Birth: 

		SSHICPatient ID: 

		Dental Clinic: 

		Dentist Name: 

		Street address: 

		City: 

		State: 

		Phone: 

		Zip: 

		Date of Last Appointment: 

		Date of Last XRays: 

		Why did you leave your previous dentist: 

		Radio Button1: no

		Radio Button2: no

		Radio Button25: no

		Radio Button15: no

		Radio Button3: no

		Radio Button16: no

		Radio Button26: no

		Radio Button27: no

		Radio Button4: no

		Radio Button28: no

		Radio Button5: no

		Radio Button29: no

		Radio Button6: no

		Radio Button17: no

		Radio Button30: no

		Radio Button7: no

		Radio Button18: no

		Radio Button31: no

		Radio Button8: no

		Radio Button19: no

		Radio Button32: no

		Radio Button9: no

		Radio Button20: no

		Radio Button33: no

		Radio Button10: no

		Radio Button14: no

		Radio Button21: no

		Radio Button34: no

		Radio Button11: no

		Radio Button22: no

		Radio Button35: no

		Radio Button12: no

		Radio Button24: no

		Radio Button36: no

		Radio Button13: no

		Radio Button23: no

		Radio Button37: no








Patient Goals


What is your goal for dental treatment today?_________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________


Are you in discomfort today?       Yes  No


Are you pleased with the appearance of your teeth   Yes  No
If no, please explain______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________


Do you like your smile?       Yes  No
If no, please explain______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________


Does dental treatment make you nervous?    Yes  No
If yes, please explain_____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________


Have you been pleased with your previous dental care?  Yes  No


Have you ever had a bad experience in a dental office?  Yes  No
If so, please explain______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________


How can we help improve your teeth and smile?________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________


Patient Name____________________________________ Date of Birth______________


SS/HIC/Patient ID#_______________________________


Click to submit





		Patient Goals: 

		Date of Birth: 

		SSHICPatient ID: 

		undefined: 

		What is your goal for dental treatment today 1: 

		What is your goal for dental treatment today 2: 

		What is your goal for dental treatment today 3: 

		Are you pleased with the appearance of your teeth: 

		If no please explain 1: 

		If no please explain 2: 

		Do you like your smile: 

		If no please explain 1_2: 

		If no please explain 2_2: 

		Does dental treatment make you nervous: 

		If yes please explain 1: 

		If yes please explain 2: 

		Have you ever had a bad experience in a dental office: 

		If so please explain 1: 

		If so please explain 2: 

		undefined_2: 

		How can we help improve your teeth and smile 1: 

		How can we help improve your teeth and smile 2: 

		SUBMIT: 








Marital Status        S                    M     D          W


Name_______________________________________
How do you wish to be addressed?________________


Address _____________________________________
City, State, Zip________________________________
Home Phone__________________________________
Work Phone__________________________________
Cell Phone___________________________________
E-Mail Address_______________________________
Date of Birth_________________________________
Social Security Number_________________________
Employer____________________________________


Employer Address_____________________________


Employer Phone Number_______________________
May we contact you (and leave messages) at the above
numbers to confirm appointments Y    N


Spouse/Guardian______________________________


Spouse/Guardian Address_______________________
City, State, Zip_______________________________


Spouse/Guardian Work Phone___________________
Spouse/Guardian Cell Phone____________________
Spouse/Guardian Birthdate______________________
Spouse/Guardian S.S.N.________________________
Spouse/Guardian Occupation____________________
Spouse/Guardian Employer_____________________
Person to notify in case of emergency_____________
Relationship to patient_________________________
Phone Number_______________________________
Person(s) you authorize discussion of personal 
treatment____________________________________
Preferred Pharmacy___________________________
Physician’s Name_____________________________
Physician’s Phone Number______________________
Who Referred You____________________________


Dental Insurance


Signature of Patient, Parent or Responsible Party


_________________________________________________


Subscribers Name_____________________________
Subscribers Date of Birth_______________________


Subscriber S.S.N.______________________________


Relationship to Patient__________________________


Name of Insurance Co__________________________
Insurance Co Phone Number_____________________


Subscriber ID Number__________________________


Group Number________________________________


Patient’s Information


Authorization
I have completed this form fully and completely, and certify that I am the patient or duly authorized general agent of the patient
to furnish the information requested.


I understand that even though I might have a form of insurance coverage, I am fully responsible for all the payments at the time of 
service, including my deductible and co-pay which the insurance does not cover.


I understand that where appropriate, credit bureau reports may be obtained. We accept MasterCard, Visa, American Express, 
Discover, cash and personal checks.


Date


______________


Christian R. Willard D.D.S., P.C.
“Helping to Create and Preserve Beautiful Smiles”


____________________________________________


**IF NOT, please specift appropriate phone numbers
    __________________________________________





		SpouseGuardian: 

		Name: 

		SpouseGuardian Address: 

		How do you wish to be addressed: 

		City State Zip: 

		Address: 

		SpouseGuardian Work Phone: 

		City State Zip_2: 

		SpouseGuardian Cell Phone: 

		Home Phone: 

		SpouseGuardian Birthdate: 

		Work Phone: 

		SpouseGuardian SSN: 

		Cell Phone: 

		SpouseGuardian Occupation: 

		EMail Address: 

		SpouseGuardian Employer: 

		Date of Birth: 

		Person to notify in case of emergency: 

		Social Security Number: 

		Relationship to patient: 

		Employer: 

		Phone Number: 

		Employer Address 1: 

		Employer Address 2: 

		treatment: 

		Preferred Pharmacy: 

		Employer Phone Number: 

		Physicians Name: 

		Physicians Phone Number: 

		IF NOT please specift appropriate phone numbers: 

		Who Referred You: 

		Subscribers Name: 

		Name of Insurance Co: 

		Subscribers Date of Birth: 

		Insurance Co Phone Number: 

		Subscriber SSN: 

		Subscriber ID Number: 

		Relationship to Patient: 

		Group Number: 

		Date: 

		Marital Status: Yes

		Contact You: Yes








When we begin treatment, we make a commitment to provide you with the finest dental services possible. We 
are striving to help to create and preserve beautiful smiles for a lifetime.


Insurance
If you have dental insurance, we will do our best to estimate what your insurance will cover and ask you to pay 
what we estimate your insurance will not cover. This is only an estimate; we cannot understand-completely the 
specifics of every insurance plan and the variations to each one. Because of this, there may be a balance owed 
by you after the insurance has paid, or you may also have a credit. You have our pledge that we will do our best 
estimate as accurately as possible. You will be responsible for any balance your insurance does not cover.


Dual Insurance
If you have dual insurance coverage we cannot accurately estimate what the secondary insurance will pay and 
due to the time that it takes the secondary insurance to pay, it can become very confusing for everyone. Because 
of this, we will file the secondary insurance for you, but asked the payment will be sent directly to you such that 
you are responsible for what the primary insurance does not cover.


Payment Options
You may pay as you go -- meaning pay your portion when the service is rendered. Some procedures may require 
multiple visits and you can split your portion over those visits. We may also be able to phase treatments such that 
it can become more affordable. We accept most credit cards, checks and cash.


5% Discount
If your treatment is over $ 1000 and if you paid to beginning of your treatment you will be eligible for a 5% dis-
count. If you have insurance, to be eligible for this, you will need to pay the entire amount less than 5% and the 
insurance payment will be sent to you.


Wells Fargo Financial
Our office has entered into an agreement with Wells Fargo Financial Services. To offer a six-month interest-free 
payment option to qualified applicants.


Collection Fees
Any account turned over to the collection agency will be responsible for any collection fees.
I have read the above and my preferred method of payment is:
MasterCard, Visa, American Express, Discover, Cash, Personal Checks, Well Fargo Financial


Release of Information for Insurance and Referrals
I authorize release of information to any referred physician, financially responsible party, insurance company, 
or federal payer as is appropriate for billing and receiving payment for any and all dental services provided from 
Christian R. Willard, D.D.S. and its personnel.
 


Privacy Practices Acknowledgment (HIPPA)
I have received the Notice of Privacy Practices and I have been provided an opportunity to review it.


Financial Policy and Privacy Agreement


Signature________________ D.O.B._____________ Date____________


Signature________________ D.O.B._____________ Date____________








 As a rule, excellent dental results can be achieved with informed and cooperative patients. Thus, the fol-
lowing information is routinely supplied to anyone considering dental treatment in our office recognizing the 
benefits of a pleasing smile and healthy teeth, you should also be aware that dental treatment, like any treatment 
of the body, has some inherent risks and limitations. These risks and limitations usually do not contra-indicate 
treatment but should be considered in making the decision to submit to dental treatment.
 
 Perfection is our goal. However, in dealing with human beings, and problems of growth and develop-
ment, the ravages of dental disease, genetics and patient cooperation, achieving perfection is not always possible. 
Often a functional and esthetically adequate result must be accepted. We will do everything within our capacity 
to ensure the best possible care.
 
 Throughout life teeth are constantly changing. Periodic examination should be made so any disease can 
be treated promptly. Frequent professional visits are the best insurance against serious dental disease. Decay or 
gum disease can occur if patients do not brush and floss their properly and thoroughly. Excellent oral hygiene 
and plaque removal is a must.
 
 On rare occasions the nerve of the tooth may die and become infected. A tooth that has been damaged 
by deep decay, a minor blow or extensive dental treatment can die over a long period of time. An undetected 
non vital tooth may flare up during any dental treatment, and may require endodontics (root canal) treatment to 
maintain it. It may even have to be removed. There is also a risk that during or following treatment soreness or 
tenderness may occur in the temporomandibular joints (lower jaw joints).
 
 The total time for treatment can be delayed beyond our estimate. Treatment plans can change due to 
altered conditions which may surface during treatment. Decay which may appear small on x-ray, maybe larger 
than anticipated resulting in much more extensive treatment.


Informed Consent
 I understand that during and treatment occasionally any of the above problems may occur. These can 
include but are not necessarily limited to: pain (discomfort), tooth mobility, tooth decay, devitalization (nerve 
loss), tooth and/or jaw changes, and injury resulting from the use of high-speed dental equipment.
 I understand that treatment alternatives will be explained (including the consequences of no treatment) 
as well as the preferred method of treatment for my mouth. I understand that for a successful result and to lessen 
the dangers of complication, the following conditions are essential on my part:
  1. Excellent oral hygiene
  2. Proper diet controls
  3. Strict adherence to instructions
  4. Cooperation in keeping appointments
 I understand that there is no warranty or guarantee to my result and/or care; I also understand that I can, 
at any time, ask for and receive a full recital of all possible risk related to my treatment.
In addition, I understand that treatment may be discontinued for patients who fail two appointments without 
prior notification: who are constantly late for their appointments: who continue to excessively cancel their ap-
pointments: who failed to practice acceptable oral hygiene: or who are uncooperative with staff providing care.


Potential Risks and Limitations
of Dental Treatment


Signature________________ D.O.B._____________ Date____________





		DOB: 

		Date: 








Medical History
Patient Name____________________________________ Date of Birth_______________


AIDS/HIV Positive


Diabetes


Neurological ProblemsAnemia     


Endocarditis


Psychiatric Care


Allergies


Emphysema


PacemakerAngina


Epilepsy


Radiation Treatment


Anxiety


Fanting or dizziness


Respiratory Disease


Arthritis, Rheumatism


Fibromyalgia


Rheumatic Fever


Artificial Heart Valves


Glaucoma


Scarlet Fever


Artificial Joints


Headaches


Shortness of Breath


Asthma or Hay Fever


Heart Attack


Seizures


Back Problems


Heart Murmur


Sinus Trouble


Bleeding Abnormally,with
       extractions or surgery


Heart Disease


Skin Rash


Blood Disease


Hemophilia


Special Diet


Blood Transfusion


Hepatitis A


Hepatitis B


Hepatitis C


Stroke


Cancer Therapy


Herpes


Swollen Feet or Ankles


Chemical Dependency


High Blood Pressure


Swollen Neck Glands


Chemotherapy


Jaundice


Thyroid Problems


Circulatory Problems


Jaw Pain


Tonsillitis


Claustrophobia


Kidney Disease


Tuberculosis


Congenital Heart Lesions


Leukemia


Tumor or growth on
    head or neck


Contact Lenses


Liver Disease


Ulcer


COPD


Low Blood Preasure


Venereal Disease


Cortisone Treatments


Measles or Mumps


Weight Loss,
Unexplained


Cough, persistent or
Bloody


Mitral Valve Prolapse


       Yes   No        Yes   No        Yes   No


SS/HIC/Patient ID#________________________________________________________


Depression





		Patient Name: 

		Date of Birth: 

		SSHICPatient ID: 

		Radio Button1: no

		Radio Button2: no

		Radio Button3: no

		Radio Button4: no

		Radio Button5: no

		Radio Button6: no

		Radio Button7: no

		Radio Button8: no

		Radio Button9: no

		Radio Button10: no

		Radio Button11: no

		Radio Button12: no

		Radio Button13: no

		Radio Button14: no

		Radio Button15: no

		Radio Button16: no

		Radio Button17: no

		Radio Button18: no

		Radio Button19: no

		Radio Button20: no

		Radio Button21: no

		Radio Button22: no

		Radio Button23: no

		Radio Button24: no

		Radio Button25: no

		Radio Button26: no

		Radio Button27: no

		Radio Button28: no

		Radio Button29: no

		Radio Button30: no

		Radio Button31: no

		Radio Button32: no

		Radio Button33: no

		Radio Button34: no

		Radio Button35: no

		Radio Button36: no

		Radio Button37: no

		Radio Button38: no

		Radio Button39: no

		Radio Button40: no

		Radio Button41: no

		Radio Button42: no

		Radio Button43: no

		Radio Button44: no

		Radio Button45: no

		Radio Button46: no

		Radio Button47: no

		Radio Button48: no

		Radio Button49: no

		Radio Button50: no

		Radio Button51: no

		Radio Button52: no

		Radio Button53: no

		Radio Button54: no

		Radio Button55: no

		Radio Button56: no

		Radio Button57: no

		Radio Button58: no

		Radio Button59: no

		Radio Button60: no

		Radio Button61: no

		Radio Button62: no

		Radio Button63: no

		Radio Button64: no

		Radio Button65: no

		Radio Button66: no

		Radio Button67: no

		Radio Button68: no

		Radio Button69: no

		Radio Button70: no

		Radio Button71: no





